A modification of stimulus sampling theory is presented. The restriction that each stimulus element is conditioned to one and only one response is replaced with the notion of a scale of conditioning for each element. This variation provides a context in which such variables as reward magnitude and motivation can be viewed as determiners of behavior. Some experimental results on nmltiple response problems also have a natural interpretation in terms of these ideas.
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A modification of stimulus sampling theory is presented. The restriction that each stimulus element is conditioned to one and only one response is replaced with the notion of a scale of conditioning for each element. This variation provides a context in which such variables as reward magnitude and motivation can be viewed as determiners of behavior. Some experimental results on nmltiple response problems also have a natural interpretation in terms of these ideas.
The phrase "Stimulus Sampling Theory" is used to describe various formulations of the basic theory first set forth by Estes [2] and Estes and Burke [3] . To date, all models that have been derived from this theory are characterized by the assumption that the stimuli (components or patterns) are conditioned in an all-or-none fashion to responses. There have been no theoretical or empirical developments which clearly indicate that an all-ornone postulate is inadequate to account for learning phenomena; nevertheless it is of scientific interest to examine alternative fol"mulations where the assumption of all-or-none conditioning is replaced by a strength-of-conditioning process.
The purpose of this paper is to examine a natural generalization of stimulus sampling notions which incorporates a conditioning strength variable. We shall introduce such a variable with reference to a particular set of axioms derived from stimulus sampling theory, namely, the axioms given by Suppes and Atkinson ([5] , see eh. 1). Their Conditioning Axioms C4 and C5 and Sampling Axioms S1 and $2 are io remain unchanged; only axioms C1, C2, C3, and R1 are to be modified. These modifications generate rather surprising predictions and provide a new context within which such variables as reward magnitude and motivation can be analyzed. Further, some experimental results on multiple response problems have a natural interpretation in terms of the ideas presented in this paper.
We begin by stating the axioms for the two-response case since it is the simplest; the generalization to multiple responses will be examined later. As customer3,, the responses are denoted A1 and A2 , and three reinforcing events Eo , El , and E2 are specified. The first group of axioms deals with the conditioning of stimuli, the second group with the sampling of stimuli, and the third with responses. 
C4. Stimulus elements which are not sampled on a trial do not change
their conditioning state on that trial. C5. The probability 0 is independent of the trial number and the preceding pattern of events.
Sampling Axioms

S1
. Exactly one stimulus element is sampled on each trial. $2. Given the set of elements available for sampling on a trial, the probability of sampling a particular element is independent of the trial number and the preceding pattern of events.
Response Axiom
R1. If stimulus element i is in conditioning state K~ and the element is sampled, then the probability of an A1 response is j/s~ •
These axioms are formally identical to those given by Suppes and Atkinson [5] when s~ = 1 for all elements. For this special case, methods of estimating the number of elements (N) and the conditioning parameter 0' have been worked out; many applications to empirical data are available. When st > 1 for some elements, then interesting and rather surprising predictions occur. We now proceed to examine this case. In much of the discussion we shall restrict ourselves to the one-element model (N = 1). There are no mathematical problems in extending the analysis to the multielement case but notation becomes extremely complex. Further, a consideration of the one-element case is adequate for illustrating the basic ideas.
Noncontingent Reinforcement
We begin with the simple noncontingent situation where E0's are not permitted and the probability of events E1 and E2 are constant over trials;
